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1. Main components of the BESⅢ

Fig. 1.1  Schematics of the BES3 main components
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2. Trigger simulation schemes

Fig. 2.1  Trigger simulation schemes



3. Simulations of the MDC sub-trigger
There are total 43 signal layers and 6796 signal wires

in the MDC.

Fig. 3.1  Layer arrangement of the MDC
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To simplify the hardware implementations, we use the 
super layers 1 – 5 and 10 as MDC sub-trigger sources.

Fig. 3.2  Tracks in the MDC



Track Findings are divided into two steps. Track 
Segment Finding in each super layer and Track
Finding(combining all TSFs for track decision).
3.1 Track Segment Finding

Fig. 3.3  Track Segment Finding
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3/4 logic is useful for wire efficiencies less than 
100% as illustrated in Equation 3.1, 3.2 and Fig. 3.4. 
And, it is used in hardware implementations.

For a unique wire efficiency, the TSF 
efficiencies are

Equation 3.1
for 3/4 logic and 

Equation 3.2
for 4/4 logic respectively. 
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Fig. 3.4  Relations between Track Finding efficiency and pt
with 4/4 and 3/4 TSF logic



3.2 Track Finding
Track findings are similar to Track Segment Findings with 

super layer 5 as the pivot layer.

Fig. 3.5  Track Findings
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Fig. 3.6  Relations between TF efficiency and pt
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Super layer 5 is used as the pivot layer in the Track 
Findings for number of related cells minimization
considerations. As shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1  Related cells for different pivot super layers



Fig. 3.7 shows the track finding efficiencies in the r-φ
plane and Z direction. For a distance of 15 cm in the r-φ
plane, the TF efficiency is about 30% for 3/4 TSF logic. 
For a distance of 50 cm in the Z direction, it is about 28%. 
This is good to reject backgrounds far from the 
Interaction Point.

Fig. 3.7  TF efficiencies in r-φ plane and Z direction



3.3 Study of the inner two super layers
Use of the inner two layers helps to reduce backgrounds, 

but also causes the loss of some particles with short 
lifetimes, such as Ks and λ. As shown in table 3.2.

Table 3.2  Fractions passed of different types of events



3.4 Trigger conditions of the MDC sub-trigger
Total 9 trigger conditions of the MDC sub-trigger are 

used in the Global Trigger decision. There are
NLtrk >= 1
NLtrk >= 2
NLtrk >= N; for too many MDC wires’ hits due to 

occasional high voltage problems
NStrk >= 1
NStrk >= 2
NStrk >= N; for too many MDC wires’ hits due to 

occasional high voltage problems
Strk-BB; Short Tracks back to back within 160 degrees
NItrk >= 1; Number of the Track Segments of the SL1 

and SL2 are equal to or greater than 1
NItrk >= 2; Number of the Track Segments of the SL1 

and SL2 are equal to or greater than 2



4. Simulations of the EMC sub-trigger
The EMC has 5280(z*ϕ=44*120) crystals in barrel and 

480 ones in each endcap.
4.1 Trigger cells
4.1.1 Trigger cell sizes

A trigger cell is composed of some neighbored crystals. 
A Good trigger cell should 1)be large enough to contain 
most of the energy of a showered cluster in it and 2)be not 
too large for accurate cluster findings. From simulations, we 
choose the trigger cells of 4*4 crystals for barrel and those 
of 15 crystals for each endcap. Refer to Fig. 4.1, Fig. 4.2 
and Fig. 4.3.



Fig. 4.1  Selection of trigger       Fig. 4.2  Trigger cells of 
cell sizes                                     endcap EMC(1/8)

Fig. 4.3  Trigger cells of barrel EMC
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4.1.2 Threshold of trigger cells
For physical events, the lower the threshold of the trigger 

cells, the higher the trigger efficiency. But, too low a 
threshold will cause much more backgrounds. An adjustable 
threshold in the range of 60-80 MeV is determined for both 
physics and backgrounds considerations.

Fig. 4.4  Energy deposit in trigger cells



4.2 Isolated cluster finding
A showered cluster may fire several trigger cells. A cluster

finding logic should be established to find out the trigger cell
that should stand for the cluster. From simulations and 
experiences of the other experiments, the logic in Fig. 4.5 is 
developed for our case.

Fig. 4.5  Isolated cluster finding



Fig. 4.6  Examples of barrel EMC isolated cluster finding



4.3 Total energy in the EMC

Fig. 4.7  Total energy deposition in the EMC



Three energy thresholds are set for different purposes.
Etot-L  ~ 200MeV, to reject beam-related backgrounds
Etot-M ~ 700MeV, for neutral physical events
Etot-H ~ 2.3GeV, for Bhabha events

4.4 Trigger conditions
4.4.1 Cluster related trigger conditions

NClus >= 1
NClus >= 2
BClus-BB : Barrel clusters back to back, see Fig. 4.8
EClus-BB : Endcap clusters back to back, see Fig. 4.9
Clus-PHI(ϕ) : Clusters balance in ϕ direction, see Fig. 4.10
Clus-Z : One cluster in the east half (barrel and endcap), 
one cluster in the west half (barrel and endcap)

Note : The neighbored two clusters in the endcap are combined into
one except for the trigger conditions NClus >= 1 and NClus >= 2.



Fig. 4.8  Barrel clusters          Fig. 4.9  Endcap clusters
back to back                           back to back
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Fig. 4.10  Clusters balance  in ϕ direction 
(left : barrel, right : endcap)
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4.4.2 Energy related trigger conditions
4.4.2.1 Some concepts

Energy Block : Barrel EMC is divided into 12 blocks as 
Fig. 4.11 shows and each endcap is one block called 
EBLK (East BLocK) and WBLK (West BLocK) respectively.
Barrel East and Barrel West : the barrel EMC is divided 
into two halves by the red line in Fig. 4.10 called Barrel 
East and Barrel West respectively.
Endcap East and Endcap West : the east endcap EMC is 
called Endcap East, the west one is called Endcap West.



Fig. 4.11  Energy blocks of barrel EMC



4.4.2.2 Energy related trigger conditions
BEtot-H : High threshold of barrel EMC total energy, 
2.3GeV
EEtot-H : High threshold of endcap EMC total energy, 
2.3GeV
Etot-L : Low threshold of the whole EMC total energy, 
200MeV
Etot-M : Middle threshold of the whole EMC total energy, 
700MeV
BL-Z : Balance in z direction. Both total energy of east
half (barrel and endcap) and that of west half exceed 
300MeV
Diff-B : Total energy difference of the two barrel halves, 
if the difference if less than 600MeV, then Diff-B is true
Diff-E : Total energy difference of the two endcap
halves, if the difference if less than 600MeV, then Diff-E 
is true



BL-BLK : Balance of energy blocks. Threshold for each 
block is 1070MeV. For balance in barrel, refer to Fig. 4.12. 
For balance in endcap, since there is only one block in 
each end, if both of the total energies of the two blocks 
exceed 1070MeV, then BL-BLK is true.
BL-BEMC : Balance of the two barrels. If both of the total 
energies of the two barrels exceed 800MeV, then          
BL-BEMC is true
BL-EEMC : Balance of the two endcaps. If both of the 
total energies of the two endcaps exceed 800MeV, then        
BL-EEMC is true



Fig. 4.12  Block energy balance of barrel EMC
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5. TOF trigger conditions
Six trigger conditions are generated for the TOF sub-
trigger. They are
NBTOF >= 1 : Number of hits of barrel TOF equal to or 
greater than 1
NBTOF >= 2 : Number of hits of barrel TOF equal to or 
greater than 2
NETOF >= 1 : Number of hits of endcap TOF equal to or 
greater than 1
NETOF >= 2 : Number of hits of endcap TOF equal to or 
greater than 2
TBB : Barrel TOF back to back.  Refer to Fig. 5.1
ETBB : Endcap TOF back to back. Refer to Fig. 5.2



Fig. 5.1  Barrel TOF                  Fig. 5.2  Endcap TOF
back to back                              back to back
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6. Global trigger and final simulation 
results

Global trigger is the center of the trigger system, it 
collects the trigger conditions from the different sub-trigger 
systems and gives out the event-decision results.

The tolerable events rate for the Data AcQuisition
system is 4KHz. With an events rate of about 2KHz of 
physical events, the backgrounds ones should be less than 
2KHz. This is challenging for us.

Table 6.1 shows the preliminary trigger table. The trigger 
conditions from Muon sub-trigger and Match sub-trigger 
systems are not included in yet and they will be implemented 
in the hardware design for future uses.

Table 6.2 shows the fractions of different types of events 
passing the global trigger logic.



Table 6.1  Preliminary trigger table



Table 6.1  cont’d



Table 6.2  Passing fractions of different types of events



Beam-related backgrounds events rate:
40MHz * 4.6*10-5 = 1.84KHz

Cosmic backgrounds events rate:
921Hz * 9.4% = 87Hz

Most of the beam-related backgrounds 
passing the global trigger belong to the event 
channel “Charge 1”. These events can be 
reduced from 46 to 10 by replacing the trigger 
condition NClus >= 1 with NClus >= 2 in the 
event channel “Charge 1”. This change causes a 
little loss of physical events, which is less than
0.5% for most of the types of physical events.



7. Hardware schemes and current status
7.1 Characteristics of the trigger system

All signals from the detectors are pipelined to the trigger 
system with a clock frequency of 41.65MHz, a twelfth of 
the 499.8MHz radio frequency. 
Fiber transmissions are used between the trigger 
system and all the electronics systems to eliminate 
common-ground noises.
Advanced and reliable FPGAs are used to provide great 
flexibility and reliablity.
Rocket I/Os are used to reduce the inter-connect cables.
Online re-configurable techniques are used for some of 
the FPGAs to increase system flexibility.
Types of PCBs are minimized to ease maintenance.



7.2 Scheme of the whole trigger system

Fig. 7.1  Scheme of the trigger system



7.3 Schemes of the sub-trigger systems

Fig. 7.2  Scheme of the MDC sub-trigger system



Fig. 7.3  Scheme of the TOF sub-trigger system



Fig. 7.4  Scheme of the EMC sub-trigger system



Fig. 7.5  Scheme of the GLT (GLobal Trigger) 
sub-trigger system



7.4 Progress of hardware design
At least one version has been finished for all the 

modules needed. There are no bottlenecks found till now
and main technical difficulties have all been overcome
such as the fiber transmissions, use of Rocket I/Os, and 
treatments of analog signals. All are going smoothly.



Fig. 7.6  Pictures of Fast ConTroL and 
Fast Control Daughter Board



Fig. 7.7  Pictures of MDC Fiber Transmission 
and TracK Finding



Fig. 7.8  Picture of Trigger Cell and Block Adding



Fig. 7.9  Picture of Global Trigger Logic



8. Summary
1)Scheme of trigger simulations is introduced. 

Introduced in detail the simulations of the MDC 
and EMC sub-triggers.

2)Preliminary trigger tables are introduced and
the current design can fulfil the requirements 
from both physics and DAQ system.

3)Brief introduction of the characteristics of the 
trigger system.

4)Brief introduction of hardware schemes of the 
whole trigger and some of the sub-trigger systems. 

5)Hardware designs are going forward smoothly  
and pictures of some of the modules are shown.



To simplify hardware implementations, two neighbored 
cells are combined into one in the super layer 10 since it 
is far from the center of the BESⅢ. Fig. 3.5 shows the TF 
efficiencies with and without these combinations.

Fig. 3.5 Relations between TF efficiency and pt 


